


STORM DANCER
Rayne Hall
Chapter 1: The Summons

Even in the shade of the graffiti-carved olive tree, the air sang with heat.
Dahoud listened to the hum of voices in the tavern garden, the murmured
gossip about royals and rebels. If patrons noticed him, they would only see a
young clerk sitting among the lord-satrap's followers, a harmless bureaucrat.
Dahoud planned to stay harmless.

The tavern bustled with women - whiteseers hanging about in the hope of
earning a copper, traders celebrating deals, bellydancers clinking finger
cymbals - women who neither backed away from him nor screamed.

The youngest of the entertainers wound her way between the benches
towards their table, the tassels on her slender hips bouncing, the rows of
copper rings on her sash tinkling with every snaky twist. Since she seemed
nervous, as if it was her first show, he sent her an encouraging smile.
Ignoring him, she shimmied to Lord Govan.

The djinn slithered inside Dahoud, stirring a stream of fury, whipping his
blood into a hot storm. Would she dare to disregard the Black Besieger? What
lesson would he teach to punish her insolence?

Dahoud stared past her sweat-glistening torso, the urge to subdue her
washing over him in a boiling wave. For three years, he had battled against
the djinn's temptations. To indulge in fantasies would batter his defences and
breach his resistance. He focused on the flavours on his tongue, the tart citron
juice and the sage-spiced mutton, on the tender texture of the meat.

Govan clasped the dancer's wrist and drew her close. “Come, honey-flower,
let's see your blossoms.”

She tried to pull herself from his grip. Panic painted her face. Against a
lesser man's groping, she might defend herself with slaps and screams, but
this was the lord-satrap. She was too young to know how to slip out of such a
situation, and none of her older colleagues on the far side of the garden
noticed her plight. The other clerks at the table laughed.

“My Lord,” Dahoud said. “She doesn't want your attentions.”
“She’s only a bellydancer.” Contempt oiled Govan's voice. Still, he released

the girl’s hand, slapped her on the rump, and watched her scurry towards the
safety of the musicians. “These performers are advertised as genuine
Darrians. I have a mind to have them arrested for fraud. I suspect ...” He ran
the tip of his finger along his eating bowl. “They're mere Samilis.”



Dahoud, himself a Samili, refused to react to the jab. Govan was not only
satrap of the province, but Dahoud's employer, as well as the father of the
lovely Esha.

“Samilis are everywhere these days.” Peering down his nose, Govan swirled
the wine in his beaker. “Not that I have anything against Samilis. Given the
right kind of education, their race can develop remarkable intelligence,
practically equal to that of Quislakis. They can make valuable contributions
to society.” He stroked the purple fringe of his armband, insignia of his rank.
“Provided they respect their betters.”

The other clerks at the table bobbed their chins in eager agreement.
Dahoud the Black Besieger would not have tolerated taunts from this

pompous peacock, but Dahoud the council clerk had to bow. Submission was
the price for guarding his secret.

At the entry arch, a short man in the yellow tunic and turban of a royal rider
was consulting with the tavern keeper.

“Is that messenger looking for you, my Lord?” Dahoud asked.
Govan shifted into his official pose and summoned the man with a flick of

his sandalwood fan. The courier walked on bowed legs as if he still had a
mount between his thighs. Conversations halted, glances followed him, and
whiteseers peered, anticipating business.

Lord Govan put on his official smile to receive the leather-wrapped parcel.
“Forgive me, my Lord,” the herald said. “The message I carry is for Dahoud,

the clerk.”
Govan’s hand pulled back and his smile vanished.
Dahoud's stomach went cold: The Queen or her Consort would not write to

an ordinary clerk. After three years of respite, his anonymity was breached.
He stripped off the camel-skin wrap and broke the scroll's seal. The ends of
the purple ribbon dropped into the mutton sauce.

“The High Lord Kirral, Consort to the Great Luminous Queen, greets Dahoud,
council clerk in the satrapy of Idjlara: Present yourself at the palace without
delay. The Queendom needs the Black Besieger. K.”

The expansive curves of the signature “K” claimed more space on the
parchment than the message.

In his bowl, the uneaten mutton was going cold, whitish grease separating
from the sauce. A large fly drifted belly-up in the liquid, its legs clawing for a
hold in the air. The memories of siege warfare wrapped around Dahoud,
those sour-sweet odours of fear and faeces, of disease and burning flesh.



At twenty-five, he had a conscience heavier than a brick-carrier’s tray and
more curses on his head than a camel had fleas. He had left the legion to cut
himself off temptation, to deprive the djinn of fodder. After a siege, subduing
women was legal, a soldier's right, practically expected of him, part of the
job. By returning to war, he would forfeit his victories over his craving. The
djinn would again be his master.

Yet he ached to wear the general's cloak again, to silence sneering
bureaucrats, to make women take notice. He lusted for that power the way a
heavy drinker, deprived of his solace, ached for a sip of wine. The yearning
to wield a sword ached in his arms, his chest throbbed with the urge to
command, and his loins flamed with the dark desire. He felt the panting
breaths of women and their hot resisting bodies, smelled the scent of female
fright and sweating fury.

“Why is the Consort writing to you?” Govan leant forward to grab the
document. “You’re out of your depth with royal matters. I'll read and
explain.”

“Why should I want your counsel?” Dahoud tucked the rolled parchment
into his belt.

“Don’t get pert, Samili!” Govan barked. “Give me that letter.”
“The Consort summons.” Dahoud rose. “Good afternoon, my Lord. Don't

expect me back soon.”
He strode to the exit, his mind reeling like a spindle. Could he deny that he

was the Black Besieger? Refuse a royal order? Lead an army without
stimulating the djinn?

On a low stone wall near the entrance gate, a row of whiteseers perched
like hungry birds. Whiteseers had glimpses of futures others could not even
imagine. One of them slid off the wall and sauntered in his direction. A
coating of pale clay covered her sharp-boned triangular face and her long
hair, and painted black and blue rings adorned her clay-whitened arms.

“Your hands,” she demanded.
“I need to know what will happen if -”
“Give your copper to a soothsayer,” she snapped. “We white ones only give

advice. We can see the future; we can see several futures for everyone, but
we won’t tell you all we see.”

“Advice is all I want.”
“That’s what they all say. Yet everyone asks for more. I give one piece of

advice, the best I can give to help a client. They always demand that I tell



them what I see. Well, I won’t.” Nevertheless, she grabbed the copper ring
from Dahoud’s fingers and threaded it on her neck-thong. Her tunic smelled
of old sweat and mouldy wool.

She grasped his hands to pinch their flesh, her long nails tickling. Her white
paint contrasted with Dahoud’s bronze tan. When she felt the pulse and lifted
his hand to her face to listen and sniff, he could have sworn he saw her blanch
under the white clay as her closed eyes stared into his past. She sagged
forward and stayed in a silent slouch.

At last she straightened, her eyes wide, her mouth open, but no words burst
forth. So she had seen what he had done, and worse, what he might do once
more.

“I assure you, I'll never again...”
“I can’t read if you chatter.” She frowned at his hands. “My advice: Get

stronger arms.”
He flexed his biceps, startled. “My arms are strong! I do trickriding, I

wrestle, I lift weights.” Every night, Dahoud exercised until his muscles
screamed, to block out his cravings and punish his body for its desires.

The seer’s mouth curled with contempt, making more clay crumble.
“You’re not listening. I didn't say strong. I said stronger.” She pinched his
biceps. “Much stronger.”

“What difference can arm muscles make?”
“I told you to give your copper to a soothsayer.” She ambled off, leaving a

cloud of unwashed stink and crumbles of clay.
Dahoud hurried to the stable to ready his horse. He had to persuade the

Consort not to send the Black Besieger back to war.
*

At the entrance to the royal audience hall, green-uniformed guards
confiscated Dahoud’s dagger-belt. The door thudded shut behind him.

Light seeped through slitted windows, painting stripes on the carpet. Rows
of whitewood benches stood empty, as if waiting for spectators to stream in
and take their seats. The Consort Kirral sat on an elevated divan, a jewel-
encrusted white turban on his head, his moustache shaped into a pair of
pointed blades. The steep platform bearing the divan forced visitors to gaze
upwards, a technique Dahoud himself had often used to intimidate callers.

“Highness, you summoned me.”
Grape-green eyes peered from under dark bushy brows. Kirral cracked a

saltnut between his teeth and spat the empty shell on the carpet at Dahoud's



feet. Dahoud permitted himself no response. Standing as straight as a soldier
before his commanding officer, he inhaled deeply of the stale incense and old
breath that lay in the air, and waited.

A mural of the Queen, a white full-moon face under an ornamental
headdress, dominated the room, reminding audience-seekers that she was the
true ruler of Quislak – even if she took little interest in politics. She left the
day-to-day government to her Consort, who in turn delegated most work to
his head-wife.

“Would you like some saltnuts, young man?” Kirral's voice had the soft
scraping tone of a sword grinding against a whetstone.

To take the nuts from the Consort’s outstretched hand, Dahoud had to walk
up to the platform and look up, the way a lapdog accepted morsels. Kirral
grinned, and his slippered feet wiggled in anticipation.

If the Consort gained pleasure from humiliating visitors, pride was a waste
of time. “Thank you, Highness.”

“The Koskarans ransack our settlements, rob our caravans, slaughter our
people.” Kirral twisted a saltnut between his fingers, as if assessing its value.
“Are you the man who subdued those savages four years ago?”

“I am.” Dahoud glanced at the statues lining the cedar-panelled walls. He had
looted many of those marble deities from temples in conquered lands,
including Koskara. Now they queued at floor level, paying homage to
Quislak's nine Mighty Ones, who stood haughtily on a brocaded dais. “If my
experience may be of use, I'll gladly advise the general in charge.”

Kirral cracked another nut. “I want you to squash those rebels to pulp.”
“You need a different man, Highness.”
“I need the Black Besieger, and I will get him.” Kirral stroked the

parchment scrolls at his side with a lover's caress. “My favourite reading
matter: personal dossiers. These are from your employers, past and present.
You were the youngest general in the Queendom's history, the first ethnic
Samili to rise to that rank. Then you threw your career into the dust.” Kirral's
eyes focused like a hawk's before the kill. “Why?”

“Personal reasons.”
“Your personal reasons entertain me,” Kirral said. “During a fine game of

Siege last night, I asked my good friend Paniour why the Black Besieger quit.
I learnt that he had a sudden attack of conscience. Not about battlefield
deaths, but the treatment of captives.”

Dahoud stayed silent.



“To fool the world that the Black Besieger no longer existed, you spread
rumours about his death. His supposed demise occurred not on the battlefield,
but at the hands of an enraged woman. How imaginative.” Kirral cackled like
a spotted hyena. “Paniour tells me you imagined yourself possessed by a
djinn. A mythical creature from nomad lore.”

Dahoud knew better than to insist on the gruesome truth of demonic
possession. “It was a figure of speech.”

Kirral's bushy brows rose to his turban rim and stayed there. “For two years,
all traces of you vanished as if you had indeed died. What did you do before
Govan took you on?”

“Labour.” The kind of work a Samili could get: digging latrines, dragging a
builder's brick-loads like a sweating donkey, stirring a dyer's pots of boiling
piss.

“Watching you would have been educational. A leopard may dress as a
rabbit, but he will find the garments too small.”

Dahoud said nothing.
“Last year, one of Satrap Govan's regular reports held an interesting

paragraph. When the earthquake struck, a minor clerk led the rescue efforts
'with courage and quick thought, and with the efficiency of a general'. The
clerk was an ethnic Samili with a sketchy history. Naturally, this clerk
interested me. Alas.” Kirral leant back into the divan, and the corners of his
mouth twitched as if something amused him. “Govan's opinion changed. Now
he rants about your lack of manners, your insolence, the ideas you have
above your station, how he wants to kick you out of office and send you to
count goat-droppings in the Samil.” Kirral's voice lowered to a confidential
whisper. “Tell me, young man: Are you courting your employer's daughter?”

Dahoud's face fired. Esha's white dimpled cheeks and soft voice had
captured him. Whenever they met at work, she granted him a friendly word,
and twice he had escorted her to a fantasia show. For the first time in his life,
a woman seemed to like him.

“A Ladysdaughter has dynastic obligations,” Kirral said softly. “Her
offspring will only be Ladysdaughters if fathered by a satrap. If the girl has
sense, she will not waste herself on a mere clerk.” He popped another nut
into his mouth.

“Of course.” Esha would marry a satrap, or at least, a chief councillor with
promotion prospects.

The moustache blades quivered with every chewing motion. “Two days ago,



more news came from Koskara. This is not public knowledge yet. Satrap
Zetan is dead, apparently poisoned by rebels. His councillors barricaded
themselves into the residency. What do you think of their decision?”

“They're brave.” They were foolish. Dahoud remembered the residency: a
greenstone palace with pillars and pilasters, fancy and fragile, not designed to
withstand a siege. “Are women among them?”

Kirral's lips curved as if the question gave him malicious pleasure. “Would
it make a difference to you if there were? If the Black Besieger squashes
those rebels, I will make him the new lord-satrap of Koskara.”

Dahoud stood very still. Lord-satrap? He checked the Consort's posture:
leaning forward, hands tented, lips pursed, eyes intent.

“Think about it, Dahoud. No more labouring, no more clerking, no more
grovelling before Govan. More power than you ever had as a general. Your
own satrapy to shape into an oasis of peace where you can keep the
womenfolk safe.” The Consort’s smile spread the ends of his moustache.
“And I shall send Esha Ladysdaughter as your bride.”

Power, respect, peace, a woman who liked him, all served on a silver platter
– if he unsheathed his sword again, if he devastated Koskara once more, if he
besieged the rebels' strongholds. During a siege, anger and lust built a pyre
on which the noblest resolutions burnt to ashes. He might again become the
monster he had fought so hard to leave behind.

“What if I decline?”
Kirral beamed as if Dahoud's reaction had lit pleasure lanterns behind his

eyes. “Then you will stay here at the palace. I will give you a job suiting your
particular talents and interests: torturer in charge of females. You will enjoy
that. The choice is yours.”

Dahoud's blood chilled. “I'll go to Koskara.”
“Good choice, Dahoud. The high general Paniour awaits you.”
On his way out, Dahoud sent silent a prayer to the Great Mare, the horse-

headed woman who protected Koskara.
Chapter 2: The High General
Paniour raised his arms as if to embrace a long-lost son. “My dear Dahoud.

Welcome back from the dead.”
“Sir.” Dahoud snapped a salute with the right palm on his chest. “Kirral

commands me to end the uprising in Koskara. Which stronghold do the
rebels use?”

“Oubar. This time, you'll conquer it.” Paniour's voice exuded confidence. He



glanced at the wooden sculpture on the low table: the war god Ikbour held his
shield and short thrusting sword raised, poised for attack. “However
inaccessible the location, however strong the walls, however vast the
granaries and the water supply – no fortress can withstand the Black
Besieger. Not even an ancient citadel like Oubar. It's good to have you back
in the legions, Dahoud. You belong here.” He placed a hand on Dahoud's
shoulder. It smelled of soapberries and mint. “Sit, and we'll talk about old
times.” He gestured at one of the armless chairs facing the table.

Dahoud remained standing. Once Paniour had been Dahoud's commanding
officer, his mentor, the closest to a father he had ever had. In leaving the
legions, Dahoud had sacrificed the friendship, and he needed to stay detached
now. “Tell me about the enemy troops, sir.”

“Much the same as last time: Mostly light cavalry in unknown numbers,
skilled archers, javelins, throwing knives. Hit and run tactics, violence and
destruction, civilian targets. No match for troops led by General Dahoud.”

Dahoud could devastate the land again, this time so brutally that the natives
would not be able to rise for generations. But he had to shield women from
war's violence and from the evil inside him.

There was only one way to protect Koskara from the worst: take out their
leader. Without him, the followers might lose their fighting spirit, cutting the
war short. “This sudden uprising suggested a charismatic leader. Who is it?”

“A man named Mansour. He wrestles like a leopard, rides like a desert
storm, fights like a god of war.”

The usual legends surrounding a Samili hero. Dahoud had met no Mansour
during the conquest, but even without solid intelligence, he could piece a
picture together. The conquerors had killed all native nobles, so Mansour was
a commoner. Samilis revered age, so he was old. Financing a rebellion took
wealth, so he was rich. “I need a list of the wealthiest native families, with
ages.”

“The Koskarans don't make lists. They can't write.”
“Satrapy tax records?”
“The late Lord Zetan collected taxes, but -” Paniour gave Dahoud a

significant look. “He didn't care to document the money that flowed through
his hands.”

Dahoud would find out about this Mansour in other ways. Storytellers,
rumour-mongers, braggarts and renegades could be made to talk.

“Why did you leave?” Accusation swung in Paniour's voice. “Duty wasn't



enough to keep you. Loyalty wasn't. Honour wasn't.”
“How many troops are in Koskara these days? Who commands them?”
“Nine hundred, not the Queendom's finest. The best troops are needed for

the active fronts. Their commander is Gavinos. Let's say he's no Dahoud.”
“Our main garrison is less than half a day's ride from Koskara Town where

the residency is under siege. How did that happen?”
“When the rebels attacked the residency, Gavinos withdrew his troops into

the garrison, and sent a messenger requesting relief.” Paniour laughed. “He
feared that the rebels might attack him next. With you in charge, these troops
will soon learn to fight. Unless you've gone soft in your cosy civilian life.”

He placed a sand-filled tray on the low table between them, and with the
manicured tip of his finger traced lines in the sand. “The Yellow Mountains in
the east form the natural boundary against Darria. All this is desert.
Grasslands here, here, and here. Oases.” He stuck green leaves into the tray
and added wooden blocks, clay cubes and charcoal crumbles. “Native towns.
Our garrisons. Sites of recent attacks. Will you free the residency first?”

“The residency isn't built for a siege, and its cistern is small,” Dahoud said.
“By now they're drinking their own piss,” Paniour agreed. “I bet those

clueless civilians are regretting their heroics now they've had a taste of the
reality of war. When you free them, they'll kiss your toes.”

“If they're still alive.” Faced with defiant civilians, the Black Besieger would
have set fire to the house and ordered the people killed as they came running
out. He expected Mansour to do the same.

He jabbed his thumb on the wooden cube in the south-east. “Once I win
Oubar, the rest of Koskara will follow.” Oubar, ancient and impenetrable, a
hundred times besieged, never taken. His passion for conquest stirred. This
time, he knew what to expect, would be prepared, would batter its walls and
starve the rebels into submission. He would execute Mansour, weakening
their structure and their will. Then he would...the opportunities...

Won't that be the Koskarans' fault? If they don't want war, why do they rebel?
When we take possession, shall we pick a proud one who'll resist and fight?
Shall we teach her to give you the attention you deserve?

“You can do it, Dahoud. Even if the citadel doesn't fall to you at once, the
rebel nest will be shut off from the rest of the population. In the meantime,
I'll lead a legion and sweep the satrapy clean of insurgents. Once we're done,
only obedient tax-paying citizens will be left. Unless...” The corners of
Paniour's mouth turned down. “Unless the soft new satrap chooses a more



merciful solution.”
The djinn would not allow Dahoud to be merciful, not after a siege, not to

the women.
What difference does one more time make? What if we take just one rebel who

resists us with all her strength?
Indulging the pleasure again, just this once, would take the edge off his

need, would still his craving and give him peace. Then it would be so much
easier to be a merciful satrap, a loving husband, a man in control of his lusts.

Just once, just Oubar, to punish the fortress for resisting him last time, to
prove that he would not be defied.

Yet if he broke his abstinence, the control he had fought so hard to gain
might vanish, and the djinn would again be his master.

Paniour rose, smoothing the fine folds of his embroidered tunic. “Enough of
this. I have this jug of old Zigazian wine for us to sample. Tell me what
you've really been up to these past three years.”

Dahoud slammed the palm on his chest for the military salute. “Thank you
for the briefing, Sir. I will see you tomorrow when I present my strategy.
Good day, sir.” He closed his heart to the flicker of pain in his old mentor's
eyes.

To win Koskara, Dahoud would not think like a conquering general. He
would not think like an aspiring lord-satrap. He would think like a Koskaran
rebel.

Chapter 3: The Magician
At the sight of the royal palace, Merida's skin prickled with excitement.

After three dusty moons travelling in a cramped carriage, the most thrilling
time of her life was about to begin.

On the palace façade, banners and glazed tiles showed the bull emblem of
the Queendom, and a dozen men guarded the bronze-studded entrance,
standing as stiff as their spears. Yet the city clustering around smelled like a
village of overripe fruit and animals. Donkeys brayed, chickens cackled, and
wheels screeched. Natives in bright clothes balanced straw baskets on their
shoulders.

The dust-silvered leaves on the trees curled limply, parched after prolonged
drought. Merida would give the people of Quislak rain to revive their land,
and the knowledge of the Virtues to nourish their souls. Here, in this
primitive country, she could make a difference and gain gratitude for her
generosity and skill.



She climbed out of the carriage, stretched her travel-stiff legs, and told her
servants to wait. Two guards checked her pass and waved her into a cool
atrium, where a further watchman demanded to see the documents again.

“Merida Karr of Hohenhegen,” the white-whiskered guard read aloud.
“Personal Value 248. Female. Widowed. Age: 24 summers. Occupation:
Magician. Status: Diplomat.” He squinted at the document as if he suspected it
to be a fake. “I’ve never seen a magician travelling with a diplomat’s pass.”

“You have now.” She unrolled the invitation, a parchment with a huge “K”
and a seal with a purple ribbon.

He muttered about magicians and diplomats and about things not being as
they used to be, copied her information with a reed brush, and told her to
queue at another desk.

The Queendom seemed to have more of those green-clad officials than a
hive had bees. Merida yearned to wash the travel grime from her stiff limbs,
and to rest in the privacy of a cool apartment, but disciplined herself to be
patient. Naturally, the administration in a primitive country would be less
efficient than in Riverland.

Many voices had doubted either Merida's ability, or warned her that nothing
good would come of the mission. Mother had denounced the plan instantly.
“Second Daughter! Mingling with primitives is not fitting for a member of
the Karr family.”

“It's an honourable goodwill assignment on behalf of the government,”
Merida assured her. “The poor people of Quislak have been plagued by
droughts. They suffer terrible thirst, and their crops are dying. We can't let
them perish. They've begged the Virtuous Republic for help, and since I'm an
expert in weather magic...”

“Have you no shame, Second Daughter? Cease this boasting at once, and
obey the Virtue of Modesty.” The matriarch stabbed rapidly at her
embroidery. “The whole idea is short-sighted, unconsidered, foolish,
immature. Instead of dispatching victuals to nourish the primitives, the
government sends another development aid worker. What good will it do?
The previous aid workers built wells, sowed vegetables, taught school,
preached the Four Virtues. The primitives laughed at the Virtues, ignored the
schools, grazed their animals on the crops, and used the wells to water the
animals. Flocks increased and the overgrazing became worse. And now – a
rain-dancing magician. Ha.”

“This is an opportunity to enlighten primitives and spread the wisdom of the
Four Virtues.” It would also be a chance to see appreciative smiles instead of



censorious frowns.
“A Karr has no need to deal with primitives. Can't you give a thought to

your family, and what this will do to our value ranking? You may not care
that your own will drop from 95 to 64, but you are dragging us down with
you.” Her voice was as chilled as when Merida had fled from her violent
husband and sought refuge with family.

“64 is not too bad.” Merida gazed at the mosaic pattern on the square table
between them. “It's still more than twice what the average citizen has, and it's
only for a year.”

“The year of the elections, when every point counts.” Mother's nostrils
flared. “Stop staring in my face, Second Daughter! How often do I have to
remind you that my personal value is 547?”

Obediently, Merida lowered her gaze to her mother's waist, but that did not
prevent a tirade. “No longer having a husband does not give you the right to
do what you like. A development aid worker abroad is worth no more than a
middle-ranker, a tradeswoman, a schoolteacher, a commoner. Having one in
the immediate family lowers everyone's points. Just when I have enough
points at last to get nominated as Virtuous Vice President, you want to spoil it
all. You are unbelievably selfish.”

“I'll still have my qualification points from the School of Magic,” Merida
soothed. “And a foreign magic mission need not mean I'll be a development
aid worker. When scholar magician Helva Hein – the Virtues bless her
memory – undertook international assignments for the government, she did
it with the status of special ambassador.”

Mother's eyes lit up. “Special ambassador! This will raise your value to 248,
and mine to 551. The whole family will benefit.” She dropped her
embroidery to rub her hands. “I shall set levers in motion to ensure you are
appointed special ambassador. Our nation's greatest weather magician
deserves nothing less.”

Dizzying excitement swamped Merida's heart. Never would she have dared
to dream of such a high value, outranking her siblings, breaking into the top
one per cent of society. Everyone would respect her; even Mother's biting
contempt would cease. Although the high value applied only to the eight
moons needed to travel to the Queendom, do the job and return, she might
hold on to the rank, the way Helva Hein had. If Merida completed her mission
with spectacular success, she could hope for more assignments and a
permanent title. The government might even award honour points in
recognition of her services to the Virtues.



“Next!”The official's bellow jerked her back into her the present. “Ah,
Merida Karr of Hohenhegen. At last. You've been on the list for ages.” He
pushed a finger under his moss-coloured turban to scratch his head. “Wait
here until a servant can show you to the dormitory.”

“Dormitory?” Merida chewed on the foreign word. “You mean, bedroom?”
“The room with the beds, yes.”
“Beds? I’m not sharing my room.”
His finger slid along a list. “The ground floor dormitory. It’s very

comfortable, with only a dozen women in the room, and you have your own
bed.”

“This is a misunderstanding I will not sleep in a dormitory.” Merida
pronounced the Quislak language carefully so that there could be no
misunderstanding. “Especially not on the ground floor. I'm the special
ambassador of the Virtuous Republic. My staff may sleep in dormitories, but I
will not.”

He rifled through a pile of parchments on desk. “Staff? We don't house
servants in the palace. And I can tell you, they won’t find a stable or roof in
town. Everything’s full, with Fool’s Plea Day coming up. If they're lucky and
not too fat, maybe they can squeeze on a roof in the suburbs.”

“My contract promises a two-room apartment in a quiet part of the palace,
seventh storey or higher, well-lit, fully furnished with private washing
facilities, and separate accommodation for my staff.” She drew the document
from her shoulder bag and unrolled it for him.

He flicked away a fly. “A private apartment in the palace? During the Fool’s
Plea celebrations? You foreigners have strange ideas.”

Merida counted silently to eight. Did this situation call for tolerance about
foreign cultures, or for assertiveness? She decided on the latter. “Take me to
the Queen.”

The man laughed. “Her Luminous Exultancy doesn't receive petitioners.”
“The Consort, then. He signed the contract.”
“Wait until he invites you for an audience.”
“When will that be?”
“Who can tell? In four days, perhaps, or in ten.” He made a gargling noise in

his throat, and spat.
Merida raised her voice. “Take me to the Consort! Now!”
People spilled out of doors and corridors as if they had been waiting for

entertainment, chattering like excited chickens. Their cheap jewellery



clinked, and they devoured her with curious gazes.
A bronze-faced man pointed at her. “A new wife?”
Merida perused the crowd with a superior stare. “I'm the special ambassador

of the Virtuous Republic of Riverland.”
They snickered until a tall woman strode down the corridor. At once, heads

dropped into guilty bows.
“What’s going on?” Sharpness swung in her voice.
Since this woman seemed to hold authority, Merida explained her

credentials and purpose, and waited for a return introduction.
Instead, the woman turned to the guard. “Is your duty too challenging for

you?”
He pulled his head into hunching shoulders. “I crave your forgiveness, my

Lady, I told her she can’t -”
She silenced him with a wave of her hand. Copper bangles clinked. “Let her

see the Consort.”
“But -” the guard objected.
“You heard me. Let her. Kirral will be amused.” To Merida, the woman said,

“The Consort’s study is at the end of the corridor, the one with the red door.”
Before Merida could thank her, she slinked away with the fluidity of a snake.

The crowd parted, letting Merida pass. She felt their tense gazes in her back
as she strode down the unlit corridor. The clacking of her boots sent tiny
lizards darting for cover.

Her knock on the red door yielded no reply. When she pushed, the door
whined inwards on its hinges. The temperature dropped. The cool air was
thick with incense.

A man reposed cross-legged on a divan. On his head squatted a pumpkin-
coloured turban like a fat hen on an egg, revealing little of his face beyond a
knife-shaped moustache. Pale legs stuck out of a short tunic and ended in
pink pointy slippers with big pompoms. Bent over a Siege gaming board, he
did not acknowledge her arrival.

Quietly, she let the door click into its frame and spoke her rehearsed
introduction in fluent Quislaki. “I am Merida, second daughter of the First
Family of Karr of Hohenhegen, personal value of 248, eleventh-degree
magician, special ambassador for the Virtuous Republic of Riverland.”

She waited for him to confirm his identity, but he did not glance up. After
counting sixteen heartbeats, she assembled the words for her complaint. “I
must inform you of a communication difficulty. Members of your staff seem



to assume that I'll sleep in a dormitory.”
Still not looking up, he twisted a yellow gaming stone and clacked it into a

new position.
For a further thirty-two heartbeats, Merida took in the flower-patterned

chipped tiles on the walls, the mural of the map of the Queendom, the shelves
untidily crammed with scrolls, the lavishly embroidered but badly stained
upholstery of the divans. Then she had enough. She pushed her fists into her
waist. “Am I addressing His Highness Lord Kirral, Consort to the High Queen
of Quislak?”

He tilted his head at her, balancing a green gaming stone on the tip of his
pinkie. “Do you play Siege?”

Could this buffoon be the Consort who ruled the nation on behalf of the
Queen? Perhaps she had mistaken the door, or the woman in the corridor had
played a practical joke on her. Yet an underling would not dare to play Siege
against himself during work hours.

“I possess some trifling skill,” she replied stiffly. “But I'm not here to play
games. If you want rain for your country, you must honour the terms of the
agreement. I cannot and will not work magic unless the conditions are right,
including privacy for the preparations. This contract promises a private
apartment.” She waved the parchment at him.

“I am a busy man.” His voice had the low-humming hiss of a wasp hovering
over rotting fruit. “I do not have time to keep promises.”

He clacked the green token down and pushed the other stones rapidly across
the gaming board. His aura pulsed with blue hues of intellectual power so
strong it made her skin prickle. He appeared to have forgotten her presence.

Merida stepped forward. “Are you, or aren't you, the Consort Kirral?” she
demanded. “Do you, or don't you, want rain for your land?”

At last, he raised his face. His eyes flashed at her, green as polished peridots
with jewel-hard brightness. His mouth spread into a smile so wide that the
moustache quivered. Merida's skin crawled as if slugs were slithering up her
spine.

“Yes, I am the Consort.” His voice softened to the texture of rubber. “I look
forward to playing with you.”

A chill crept across her skin, but the furnace of her anger blasted it away.
She would have yelled, were such display of unbridled emotion not un-
Riverian. Now that she had a personal value of 248, she would always act with
dignity. She dipped a curt bow and marched out, letting the door snap shut



behind her.
Back in the blinding sun, she assessed what had happened. Clearly, the

Consort did not mean to honour the terms of the contract. Perhaps she should
return home at once, leaving the Consort to his games, and the people to
drought and starvation. It meant admitting her mission had failed, and
everyone would remind her they had told her so. She could already see the
disdain on Mother's face, and hear her censorious voice stating that her
Second Daughter would never amount to much.

To prove her worth, Merida had to stay and bring more rain than anyone
could dream.

When she returned to her coach and told her servants that they would have
to sleep on a roof, their stricken faces shook her resolve.

“On a roof? Under the open sky?” Her maid's voice broke into quivers.
“Squeezed close to strangers?”

“That's what I'm told. For the first couple of nights, anyway.” She tried to
sound confident. “Maybe things get better once this festival is over. There'll
be more space then, even if it's still on a roof.”

The second woman joined the sobbing. The man buried his face in his palms.
Merida took pity. “You three go home. You need not suffer indignities for

my sake.”
Hope shone from the maid's tear-veiled eyes. “Really? We may go?”
“Of course.” Merida mustered a smile. “I may even stay for a while in this

country and research primitive magic.”
The coach driver said, “I don't like leaving you alone in this land.” But he

was already adjusting the reins.
“I'll be fine,” Merida said with more confidence than she felt. “The Virtues

will protect me.”
*

The dormitory smelled of oranges and unwashed feet. A dozen voices
shrilled at once about who was wearing what for the forthcoming festival.
Tension knotted the muscles across Merida's shoulders so tightly that they
hurt. How could she find the refreshing sleep her mind craved tonight, and
the privacy to prepare her great act of magic scheduled two moons from
now?

Nothing had prepared her for the realities of this assignment. The
government had sent her on courses to brush up her already fluent language
skills and to learn about etiquette. She had sat through endless lessons about



her own nation's history, about the diplomatic immunity of a special
ambassador, and the need to set a shining example of a Virtuous lifestyle. To
get a better understanding of her host country, Merida had questioned traders
and travelling tumblers who had worked in Quislak, but Mother and the
government soon prevented contact with such low-value people. Instead, they
granted her an appointment with the government's chief ethnologist.

Merida remembered how the old man had received her in his third-floor
study, at a square table with his personal value of 260 carved into the surface.

“Merida Karr, eleventh degree magician, personal value 95.” Noting that his
value exceeded hers by more than a hundred points, she bowed her head to
chest level before taking the proffered chair. A servant shuffled in on bowed
legs to pour tea. Merida sipped gratefully.

The ethnologist stared at her forehead as he steepled his fingers under his
pointed chin. "My child, you must be prepared to witness the most horrendous
customs, and brace yourself against succumbing to any of them. Sins and
superstitions lurk everywhere in Quislak. I hate to frighten you, but..." His
eyes gleamed. "These people cook animal corpses for food. Moreover, they
set aside milk to go rancid, and when it's curdled solid they squeeze it into
blocks and devour that." He shuddered delicately. The chin quivered.

Merida kept her gaze lowered as befitted someone talking to a person
whose value exceeded hers significantly. "What does the solid milk taste
like?"

He drew up in affront. "My child, I did not eat their food! But I have seen it
with my own eyes, this pale, sour-smelling substance they call cheese." He
reached across the table to pour himself another mug of purifying sage tea,
and swirled the brew in his mouth as if to wash away the memory of the sinful
flavour. “That's not all! You will see people wearing apparel in pink, in
yellow, even in red. No law prohibits sinful colours, and no spiritual
refinement to curb the excess. And imagine..." Leaning forward, he lowered
his voice to a conspiratorial whisper. "They wear only a single outer
garment, a knee-length tunic. No trousers underneath. One can see their
lower legs." His tongue flicked across his lips and withdrew hastily. "Of
course I always kept my eyes averted."

Merida placed her hands modestly in her lap. "I will not let the sight of legs
lure me from the path of Virtues, but will model my behaviour on your
example."

"They even show toes!" He threw his hands up in disgust. Tea spilled,
raining green droplets on the immaculate desk. "They wear shoes especially



designed to display these sinful appendages, all ten of them. Nothing but
soles and a few thin straps across the instep and ankle. You must not be
persuaded into such sinful fashions."

Merida promised earnestly that she would always uphold the standards
required of a special ambassador of the Virtuous Republic of Riverland,
neither baring her toes nor engaging in any of the other foolish native
customs. But she admitted to her deepest self that she looked forward to
seeing those sins.

“There’s more.” His voice drooped with sadness, as if he was breaking news
of a tragic death. “The country is primitive to the extreme. No hospitals, no
postal system, no sewers. In the southernmost part, the Samil, people still
roam without fixed abode. They live in tents, not even square ones, but
round.”

“Round!” Merida gasped, nearly forgetting to keep her gaze low. That was
primitive indeed. “They haven’t even reached the threshold of civilisation?”

“In the northern part they have real houses, stone-built and rectangular. But
in the south – the so-called Samil – development has not reached the
civilisation stage.” He admitted he had neither been to the Samil nor seen
round tents, but he had heard about them. He warned her that the country was
patriarchal. “Although among the lower classes, women and men are equal,
you will meet few women in active leadership roles.”

“It's a Queendom,” Merida pointed out. “Surely there's a Queen at the top.”
“The Queen's position passes from mother to daughter, but all power lies

with her husband. The country's noblemen select her Consort. I regret having
to shock you, but....” Leaning forward, he whispered, “The Consort keeps a
harem of concubines.”

Merida clapped a hand over her mouth.
“Quislakis are idolaters who worship as many gods as the night has stars,

and they don't believe in the Four Virtues.” His voice shook. “They are so un-
Virtuous that djinns flourish there.”

Merida felt the blood drain from her face. “Djinns? Virtues protect us.” She
had heard of those malevolent spirits which invaded humans, dulling their
consciences, stirring their desires, driving them to evil deeds. She had
assumed these creatures belonged to the realm of myth. Parents used them to
frighten young children into submission: 'Be quiet, or the djinns will get you.'
That djinns existed in reality was a chilling thought.

“How can one tell if someone is possessed?”



“As a representative of the Virtuous Republic, you will associate only with
people of the highest moral standards. You will not meet djinn hosts.” He
rose. “Now, if that is all?”

Merida thanked him with the phrases appropriate to his personal value.
At the School of Magic, she commissioned a scribe to copy Scroll 414 from

the collected works of the Most Virtuous Scholar Magician, Helva Hein, the
section that contained a treatise on Malevolent Parasitic Entities and their
Threats to the Ignorant Human. When the copy arrived, she packed it into her
travel trunks, together with scrolls about Visual Symmetry and its Role in the
Attainment of Civilisation, The Virtue of Modesty and its Rewards, and High-
Value Persons and their Moral Obligations towards Inferiors.

*
Now Merida sat on her bedstead, tried to shut the persistent chattering and

human odours from her mind, and wished she had brought a treatise on
Incompetent Royal Consorts and their Meaningless Promises.

When she pulled her legs into the correct position to meditate upon the
Virtues, women in gaudy garments flocked around her, invading her privacy
with their high-pitched giggles and perfume reek. They pelted her with
questions: where was she from, what was she doing here, what was her
father’s occupation? They pulled at her four plaits to test if her bronze hair
was real or made from spun metal, and stared directly into her eyes as if
unaware that this was discourteous and dangerous and therefore taboo.

Resigned, Merida slid from her bed and assumed the opening stance of the
ritual exercise routine from the Disciplined Path. Surely they would respect
that.

“Why are you standing funny?” a rotund woman demanded.
Three others tilted her top trunk, spilling the contents on the rug. With

excited squeals, they fell over the boxes and garment bags.
“You have weird clothes,” the plump girl squeaked. She had her arms

inserted into the legs of Merida's best trousers, and waved them about.
“What’s in the cute blue box?”

Merida threw herself across her trunk before they could touch her private
garments. “Please leave my things alone!”

Too late. Two women were arguing over possession of a pair of dark grey
trousers, each pulling so fiercely at a leg that the crotch seam broke with a
rrratch sound. Others had discovered her boots and hurled them across the
room in a throw-and-catch game.



Disciplining herself into calm dignity, she picked her night suit off the
ground. “Where’s the bathroom, please?”

The rotund girl pointed to a water barrel in the corner. Merida hesitated to
take off her clothes in front of others. Seeing the soapy scum on the surface,
she reminded herself of the water shortage, and dipped her hand into the
barrel. It came out covered in a greasy-grey film. Better stay unwashed.
Using the toilet, however, was an ordeal she could not avoid. Her cheeks
heated like fire as she sat on the shared multi-holed bench.

When she crawled under her blanket to change into her night suit, her
fingers found brittle stains on the bedding. “This is not clean.”

A woman who wore earrings so long that they dangled to her breasts
examined the stain. “Don't worry. It’s only food, and not even fresh food.
Nobody’s slept in this bed for over a moon.”

Merida tossed the bedding on the ground, then recoiled at the reek of
decomposing straw. Only Riverian discipline stopped her from crying. With
gritted teeth, she layered clothes from her trunks over the smelly straw sack.
Huddled under her cloak, she said a silent prayer to the Virtues of Loyalty,
Honesty, Modesty, and especially Discipline.

One day, when she was a celebrated scholar magician, she would lecture
about her Quislak assignment, and reveal to her audience how she had slept
in a room with other people. First, she had to make her mission a spectacular
success. On the day when the Planet of Discipline and the Planet of Honesty
formed a symmetrical harmony with the moon, she would summon rain.

Chapter 4: Dahoud’s Plan
Teruma sat at Kirral's desk, doing the work the Consort was supposed to do,

dealing with demanding diplomats, corrupt satraps and rebelling natives. At
the same time, she kept an eye on the Consort himself. This morning, he had
waxed his moustache into zigzags, always a sign that he was planning
something devious.

He and Paniour were engrossed in a board game, and while they were
pushing coloured tokens and compliments across the cedarwood table, the air
simmered with suspicion and dangerous desires.

Thirty-five years ago, they had been three young people with a hunger for
power and a shared passion for strategy – a dancing boy, a studious aristocrat,
a Ladysdaughter – who schemed to rule the land.

Paniour climbed up through the legions to command the Queendom's armed
forces. His new lifestyle afforded him the dignity he craved, and nobody



dared to mention his low past to his face. Kirral married the High Queen, and
as her Consort became the official ruler of the land. He had endless
opportunities to put pressure on prisoners and politicians. His harem, stocked
with a variety of specimens, was his playground for mind games. As his head-
wife, Teruma was in charge of palace management as well as the harem. In
practice, she governed the country, freeing Kirral for his games and for
increasingly bizarre human experiments.

“Your daughter has grown into such a lovely girl, Paniour.” Kirral rubbed a
yellow gaming stone between his fingers. “How old is she now? Twelve?”

Paniour's hand, with its glassy-white scars and immaculately shaped nails,
wavered slightly before he placed his green token. “Thirteen.”

“I noticed the new ripeness about her. I like Kadiffe. I really do.”
“Your well-stone,” Paniour said, his tone even, controlled. “Four moves.”
“I'll marry her. Then you'll be my father, won't that be something?” Kirral

clacked one of his tokens on the board and brushed away one of Paniour's.
“Four moves? I don't think so.”

“Keep your hands off my child.”
Worry stirred in Teruma's stomach. Kirral would view sex with an under-

age girl as an interesting experiment, and when his curiosity hooked into a
new subject, he seldom let go. Paniour, who loved his daughter with
protective passion, was no feeble adversary. The situation bristled with
danger. If the two became enemies, the Queendom's peace would be
shattered, and her own position shaken.

Veiling her worry, she grabbed the tea jug to refill their beakers. “There's
no need for hasty decisions. The legal marriage age is fifteen - fourteen with
a parent's consent. Paniour, if you agree to a betrothal now, and Kirral, if you
agree to delay the actual marriage for a few moons, this will satisfy
everyone.”

With luck, Kirral's interest would wane before the girl reached fourteen.
Paniour's hands balled into white-knuckled fists. “I won't give my consent.

Not now, not later.”
“I won't wait,” Kirral said. “Remember, my friend, I'm the Consort. Without

my favour, you're nothing.”
The muscles in Paniour's battle-scarred arms bulged, and his fists clenched

so tightly around his token that the white scars stood out. “I won't let you
defile my daughter.”

The morning sun lanced through the window, throwing a pool of light on



the crimson carpet at Kirral's feet. He stretched his legs on either side of the
table and spread his arms in a wide gesture. “My dear friend, consider the
options. Either you deliver Kadiffe to the comfort of the harem tomorrow –
or she will perish in a dungeon. The dungeon inmates will be glad to get a
female, and they will not fuss about her age.”

Chills trickled down Teruma's spine. Kirral's moral boundaries were
slipping fast.

The mask of dignity slid back over Paniour's face. “What better could I wish
for my only daughter than to wed her to my oldest friend?” His voice was
butter-smooth as he lifted his palms in supplication, but under the table, his
legs remained bent as if coiled to attack. He gestured at the board. “Your
well-stone. Three moves.”

They resumed their game as if they still were best of friends, but tension
seethed, laced with cruel pleasure, fear and fury. Although Paniour's self-
control was admirable, it solved nothing. Over recent moons, Kirral's
cruelties had escalated. Today, he had turned against Paniour; how long
before he turned against Teruma? Of the three, Kirral might do the least
work, but held the greatest power. Even if Paniour and Teruma joined forces,
they had little chance against him. She would have to make plans.

In the meantime, she would pretend all was well. Returning to the desk, she
erased most folk dances from the festival programme and substituted more
pleas. Cruel judgements would keep Kirral occupied for a while.

A greenbelt announced arrival of Dahoud, the man who would end the
insurgence in Koskara. According to the dossier, he was an ethnic Samili,
capable and ruthless, yet apparently handicapped by his conscience. To get
out of the legions, he had gone as far as faking his own death with Paniour's
reluctant support. This man could be useful.

He stood straight as a spear, snapping a soldier's salute.
“What is your strategy, young man?” Kirral asked without taking his

attention from the game. “I trust it is not going to need too many cohorts. We
are hard pressed for men on the Zigazian border. As you know.”

“I'll go alone and persuade the Koskarans to accept me as satrap.
Peacefully.”

“Entertaining.” Kirral pursed his lips as if judging a dance show. “You think
they will listen to your persuasions? The Black Besieger is the man they
most love to hate.”

“They won't recognise me,” Dahoud said. “I had a beard, and I intimidated



enemies with a black face mask. Of the people who saw me close up, few
stayed alive, and if they remember anything about my appearance, it's the
mask. Besides...” For a moment, his lips pressed into a tight line. “Everyone
knows the Black Besieger is dead.”

“If even one person recognises you, you will be dead,” Kirral said. “Your
fate will become a favourite with storytellers for years after your demise.
The natives will spit-roast you like a goat, or whatever they do with rulers
who displease them.”

“The Samili custom for an unworthy ruler,” Dahoud said calmly, “is to slit
his throat.”

Kirral’s forefinger traced the zigzag moustache. “What a waste. Why not
simply frighten them into submission? The news that Black Besieger has
risen from the dead should make them tremble.”

“If I am to be lord-satrap of Koskara I need their respect, not their fear.”
“How will you get there, Dahoud?” Paniour asked. “Without getting killed?

Without being taken hostage?”
“Disguised as a trader. Carrying the kind of goods the rebels want:

weapons.”
Kirral slammed his palms on the divan. “You want to arm the rebels?”
“Samples only, Highness. Once in the citadel, I'll negotiate with their leader.

Mansour.”
“You need not travel alone.” Kirral waved his hand in a generous gesture.

“Take ten or twelve soldiers with you. Take twenty. Disguise them as a
merchant caravan or a troupe of dancing boys.”

At the mention of dancing boys, Paniour flinched.
“They would slow me,” Dahoud said.
Paniour pursed his lips and nodded. He was looking at Dahoud with the

proud, possessive expression of a horse owner watching an animal he had
trained. It struck Teruma how much the two men had in common. The lowly
background, the daring strategies, the confidence. Dahoud might become an
important ally if she handled him right.

“The plan is brilliant,” she said. “I can see that you two have briefed him
well.” That should soothe the older men's pride. “However, a convincing
trader travels slowly, buying and selling along the way. Either you spend half
a year on the journey, or you won’t be believed. Besides, your presence in the
palace has been noted by many people, and your departure will be observed
and talked about. Rumour travels fast. If the Koskarans learn about the



appointment, they won't fall for your disguise.”
“They cannot guess who I used to be,” Dahoud said.
“It's enough if they guess who you intend to be. They must not suspect you

are the new satrap until you've wormed yourself into their trust.”
“I'll ride fast to Djildit Town and change into a trader there. That city teems

with traders, so one more won't stand out. I can travel the final stretch at a
trader's pace, and still reach Koskara in just over a moon.”

“Do you want me to send an agent ahead to Djildit Town to buy your outfit
and trade goods? He won't know what they're for.”

“Thank you, my Lady.” Gratitude shone in his eyes. Good.
“One more request, Highness,” Dahoud said. “May I appoint my own

councillors? People who are right for Koskara.”
“Of course, dear Dahoud. I rarely interfere with my satraps' staff choices.

Just send me regular reports about how your councillors perform. Personal
dossiers are so educational. And one more thing.” Kirral leant forward. “Like
all provinces of the former Samil, Koskara is a cherished part of the
Queendom. I cannot stress that enough.”

“Quite, Highness.” Dahoud's conviction sounded thin.
“What about the palace spies?” Paniour asked. “Even if we keep Dahoud's

appointment secret, speculations about his presence at court will seep out,
and if the rebels get to hear of it, they may not fall for the trader disguise.”

Kirral cast him a hostile look. “My palace does not harbour spies.”
“It's riddled with them. There are more spies than rats in this place.”
That was true: most of them worked for Teruma. She made her voice sound

unconcerned. “If you're concerned about gossip, we'll give an official reason
for Dahoud's presence: policing the Fool's Plea celebrations. Dahoud, we
summoned you to deal with racial unrest, vandalism and drunken brawls.
We'll borrow staff from other sources as well, so you'll be one of many,
especially when you wear the official green uniform. The morning after, you
vanish among the crowds pouring out of the city gates.”

Kirral looked smug, as if he had personally thought of the plan. “Are this
year’s displays sensational enough to capture everyone’s attention?”

“Your judgements will keep everyone excited.”
“Excellent, excellent.” Kirral stretched his legs forward and dug his

slippered feet into the deep rug. “I have a special entertainment to add to the
programme. Have you met the magician who has arrived from Riverland? A
female, and an interesting one. She claims she can call rain by dancing.”



“A dancing magician? Female, and a Riverian of all people?” Paniour’s
brows lifted. “I thought their religion forbade them to dance in public.
Doesn’t it offend their Virtue of Modesty?”

Kirral beamed. “Precisely. We will watch her entertain an audience of five
thousand.”

“What if she needs privacy to call rain?” Dahoud asked.
“Rain? I believe that when it falls on my head. We have had dozens of

wizards who claimed to bring rain.” Kirral squeezed the ends of his
moustache. “Incompetent bunglers and charlatans, and fools hoping for a
lucky strike and a reward.”

“What happened to them?” Paniour asked. “Are they in the dungeons?”
“Not all of them.” Kirral's pointed slipper traced the curving pattern of the

carpet. “I gave them choices.”
“Even the women?” Dahoud asked.
Silence spread. Incense wafted from a burner.
Kirral picked up a yellow carved stone and twirled it between his fingers.

“When Oubar falls, dear Dahoud, I will send your bride.”
“If she's willing. I must ask her first.”
“That you may not do,” Kirral said. “It would endanger your secret. The girl

must not yet learn of either your appointment or her betrothal. Win Oubar,
and we shall dispatch her. We have ways to make her willing.”

“Don’t hurt her!”
“Esha Ladysdaughter will wed you willingly when offered the right

choices.”
Teruma almost dropped her stylus. Esha Ladysdaughter as Lady of Koskara?

This was a complication she had not expected, but she kept her counsel.
“I am satisfied about Dahoud's suitability. The decision is the Queen’s.”

Kirral clapped his hands as if summoning a servant. “Teruma, take him to the
Queen.”

Seething behind her mask of compliance, Teruma rose. “Follow me,
Dahoud.”

On the way out, she heard Kirral say, “Dear Paniour, you will deliver
Kadiffe to me tonight. And pay attention to the game. Your general is dead.
Four Moves.”

Teruma needed to make new plans fast. Plans which would include Koskara,
and Dahoud.



*
Dahoud’s pulse was beating quickly. Meeting the Queen was an honour most

people dreamt about She rarely granted audiences and never appeared in
public. What would she look like? What if she examined him about some
obscure facet of history or Queendom law? What if she interrogated him
about private matters? She must know his true background, and had probably
heard about his conduct with captives. Should he deny all?

He followed Teruma into the audience hall. The place was empty.
Dahoud stood very still, mentally revising the subjects about which she

might question him. In which year were the Samil provinces integrated into
the Queendom? What was the correct etiquette when offering wine to
another satrap? Which law scroll dealt with the sanctity of Ladysdaughters?
All that came into his mind were the penalties for rape. Not helpful.

The door creaked open. Four greenbelts carried the royal litter into the hall
and deposited it on the brocade-draped podium. Dahoud sank to his knees
before the textile-shrouded box and touched his head to the woolly carpet.

He heard Teruma’s voice. “I have the honour of presenting satrap candidate
Dahoud for your approval.”

Fabrics rustled as the servants drew the litter’s curtains to the side. Dahoud
did not raise his eyes. His heart thumped. The green and yellow pattern of the
carpet stared at him like snakes.

“You are the new satrap of Koskara?” The female voice was high and flat.
“I hope to be.” Dahoud’s own voice croaked. What was the correct title for

addressing the Queen the first time? Luminous Exultancy or World-
Enfolding Brightness? He offered the address used by those privileged
enough to claim longer acquaintance. “Ma’am.”

“That is nice. You will defeat the rebels?”
“Yes, Ma’am.”
“Good. Rebels are not nice. Now say your oath.”
Was that all? Dahoud nearly made the mistake of sitting up in surprise.
“To worship, always and forever... to guard the Queendom with my every

limb of my body, with every drop of my blood...” Sweating, Dahoud managed
to recite the oath without halting.

“Approach.”
Keeping his gaze on the carpet, Dahoud crawled towards the litter for the

anointment. He received a quick greasy dash down his forehead.
“Hold up your arms.”



He stretched them up for the Queen to tie the purple-fringed bands below
his elbows.

A moment later, he heard her clap, and the servants carried the litter away.
Rising, Dahoud marvelled at the bands, purple braid with softly falling silk

fringe. He pulled them off and wound them into a tight roll. He would not
wear them openly until he had conquered Koskara.

Now he was a satrap. It felt as unreal as riding a storm cloud. Soon he might
be a husband as well. But Esha must not feel coerced into this marriage.

He followed the head-wife into the corridor. “Lady Teruma. I have a favour
to ask.”

She studied him with the gaze of a horse-dealer assessing a bargain. “Come
into the rose garden.”

As soon as they stepped outdoors, heat scorched like a breath from a
potter's kiln. The noon sun slammed short shadows on the dried-up
flowerbeds. Where water had once danced in the fountains, empty basins
gaped. In these years of drought, even the royals had stopped wasting water
on such frivolities. Koskara would be drier still.

Teruma steered him to the dappled shade of a rose arbour where blooms
smothered the wooden structure like an army overrunning the land.

He sought to make courtly conversation. “The roses don't seem to suffer in
the drought.”

“The Consort waters them personally every night.” A bracelet of silver
scales slithered around her wrist as she sat gracefully on the bench. Fine age
lines framed her dark eyes, and a wealth of dark, silver-streaked ringlets
tumbled over her shoulders. She had the beauty and bearing of a goddess.
“What can I do for you?”

“Will you propose marriage to Esha on my behalf? Tell her I hold her in
high esteem. Tell her she'll have time to get to know me before we marry.”

Her eyes narrowed. “Are you sure you want to wed her?”
“If she'll have me.”
“You must get married soon, and it must be a Ladysdaughter. Does it have

to be Esha?”
“Esha is perfect,” Dahoud assured her. “She studied statecraft, and worked

for her father's government. She'll know everything that I don't.”
Unseen grasshoppers ticked in the flowerbeds.
“The choice of unmarried Ladysdaughters is limited,” Teruma said. “And

competition for their hands is fierce. But they all want to be Ladies, and



ready-made lord-satrap is a catch. You can take your pick.”
“I met some of them, and they sniffed as if I belonged in a latrine ditch.

Today, my title makes me smell like a rose. Esha is different.”
Teruma twisted the cluster of beads in her ear. “Esha was raised in an

atmosphere of refinement and wealth.”
“I'll ensure she has everything she needs.”
“Yes. You'll have to do that.” Teruma's citron perfume mingled with the

fragrance of Kirral's over-heated roses. “The Samil is a tough place for a
delicate flower. The heat. The poverty. The violence.”

“I can protect my wife.”
She picked a blossom and plucked its petals. “This rose variety is almost

drought resistant. It's commercially grown in Koskara for its oil. None of the
ordinary roses would survive long.”

“In her own way, Esha is strong.”
“That she is. If your heart is set on her, I'll present your suit. Now let's talk

about Koskara.” She flicked the nude flower away. “Once upon a time, the
Samil was a great civilisation, ruled by an Empress, famed for its
architecture, poetry and songs, wealthy from incense trees and caravan trade.
Now it's split like a carcass, its limbs owned by different nations who gnaw
the flesh from its bones. Koskara is one of the bones, and it has little flesh
left.”

“I know.”
“Your last campaign has bled almost all life out of it. The past four years of

Quislaki occupation have sucked the land dry of resources, and with seven
years of drought, the land has suffered enough. Will you respect your land
and protect your people?”

“I intend to.”
“You know that I grew up in the Samil, don't you? My late father was lord-

satrap of Tajlit. But that's not my only link with the Samil.” She twisted the
silver bracelet around her wrist, looked around nervously, and lowered her
voice. “I'm descended from a Samili Lady through the female line.”

That would make her a claimant to ruling part of the Samil. Impossible. “I
thought the native dynasties were killed after the conquest?”

“They were.” She leant towards him and held her gaze with his. “My great-
grandmother was a Samili Ladysdaughter who married a Quislaki Lord, long
before the conquest. My family viewed Samili blood as shameful and kept it
quiet.” She slid a thin object from the folds of her sash. “I have a gift for you:



a seal for the new satrap of Koskara.”
The carved stone seal was set into a dagger hilt. The weapon lay smooth in

his hand. With its leather-wrapped wooden hilt and plain cowhide sheath, it
was the kind of knife a trader might carry, but the bronze blade was of
unusual quality, its sharp edge making it a cutting tool, its point designed to
pierce.

“My Lady, you honour me.”
“I want you to have it now, not on Fools Plea Day with people watching. It's

my pledge to help you – as long as you help Koskara. Good day.”
Her sandals clicked down the garden path.
Dahoud rubbed his thumb over the seal. Cut from limestone, its emblem was

a gatehouse: a fitting symbol for barriers to breach and for boundaries to
protect.


